
Integrates the entire spectrum of lottery operations and management into a 

seamless suite of applications. 

More than 500 billion transactions with no loss of data. 

 

PGMC_ILTS Integrated Lottery System 

Secure.  Reliable.  Fast. 



The PGMC_ILTS DataTrakII system is designed to support a large terminal base and securely handle large, 

real- time transaction volumes with ease. Each of the system’s major components utilizes redundant servers 

in the network.  
 

Highly Secure and Engaging Gaming 
 

There will be no single point of failure due to redundant systems configuration and no recorded losses due to 

fraudulent tickets or manipulation of data. All accounting and 

statistical data is maintained in a database. PGMC_ILTS 

DataTrakII provides consolidated reporting and tracking of all 

facets or operations, including host accounting, distribution and 

inventory control functions. Encryption is used for both data 

storage and communications. Multiple levels of security are 

incorporated to eliminate misuse from unauthorized access.  
 

 Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM)/Hypervisor security control 

features 

 Able to enable/disable terminal functions remotely, such as 

cancelling/validating tickets and selling specific types of 

games 

 Prints and stores details, such as Ticket Serial Number, Hardware ID, Agency ID, Transaction Details (Bet 

Combinations, Sell Date/Time and Draw Date/Time), Bar Code (1D,2D, QRC), and other items that may 

be specified by the client  

 All lottery transactions are archived in latest technology media storage, and can be retrieved for a 

      minimum of 1 year 

 Full and partial data backups of the lottery system can be executed to online and offline media 

 PGMC_ILTS DataTrakII Primary and Backup Computer systems boast an “up time/system availability” in 

excess of 99.99% 

 System/data recovery procedures, without data loss, in case of an abnormal event 

 Includes a System Audit Facility  

 

Unparalleled Performance and Flexibility 

The system is configurable and scalable to meet the specific needs of every customer. It supports small and 

large terminal bases with any transaction volume. The flexibility allows for rapid modification of current  

games and rapid development of new games. In addition, it is capable of  interfacing with third party devices, 

including, but not limited to payment systems and game enhancements using APIs. It accommodates a  

wide selection of promotions for online and instant games, coupons and more. Special promotions  

can be targeted for specific regions or event-related activities. PGMC_ILTS DataTrakII is capable of  

processing requests from the lottery terminal for cancelling and validating tickets using  

barcodes, serial numbers and/or QRC, and marking them in the system as "cancelled",  

"validated" or "paid".  

 

 

 

ISO 9001:2015 Certified.   
ISO/IEC 27001:2013 Certified.   

WLA-SCS:2016 Certified. 



 

Enhanced Wagering Capabilities 
 

PGMC_ILTS DataTrak Anywhere, a feature of PGMC_ILTS DataTrakII, allows players to play the lottery from 

anywhere, at any time. PGMC_ILTS DataTrakII utilizes both traditional and non-traditional gaming channels. 

Customers can place bets via smartphones and web-based technology for cashless gaming services. The 

system supports both account-based and anonymous betting. Players can save their favorite bets or replay 

previous bets to make playing fast and easy.  
 

 Handles a minimum of 10,000 online lottery gaming transactions within a maximum of six seconds turn-
around time 

 PGMC_ILTS DataTrak Anywhere can send lottery information, such as winning numbers, etc. to a 
designated third party website 

 Supports advance draws in a single bet 

 Capable of reading and validating transaction information printed on the ticket for at lease one year from 
the draw date 

 Capable of providing Prepaid Account System for Online Lottery Game Retailers 

 Supports unlimited number of Management Information Workstations (MIWs) 
 

PGMC_ILTS DataTrak II’s Features 

 Double entry verification and range checking on sensitive data i.e. jackpot amount, winning numbers, etc. 

 Error trapping and system recovery features 

 Defining of draws for Lottery specified time periods 

 Defining user roles, permissions and access for each software module and enabling Lottery operator to 

administer the creation of such roles 

 Provides a set of customizable dashboards for monitoring purposes 

 Defining of special draw(s) that require extending the selling period 

 Functionality to export lottery transactions into CSV and other readable formats 

 Retention winning and non-winning ticket information for online validation 

 Capable of integrating with a Random Number Generator (RNG) system 

 Capable of generating combination play for 5, 7 to 18 combinations and customizable for customer 

specific combination bet types 

 Generates alerts and warning reports for issues via SMS and/or email to designated users 

 Contains features to review the activity of a particular terminal 

 

ISO 9001:2015 Certified.  
ISO/IEC 27001:2013 Certified.   

WLA-SCS:2016 Certified. 

 

Philippine Gaming Management Corporation 

Tel. No. (632) 8811.0668 

Email: inquiry@pgmc.ph 

Web: www.pgmc.ph 
 

International Lottery & Totalizator Systems, Inc. 

Tel: +1 (760) 598-1655 

Email: mktg@ilts.com 

Web: ilts.com 


